Through an analysis of the head loss of the gas-liquid two-phase flow in a siphon pipe, this paper measures the bubble velocity, pressure drop, and gas fraction under various conditions. The influence of varied head, gradient, and installation heights of the pipe on the air mass movement, head loss, and resistance coefficient of the gas-liquid two-phrase flow is analyzed on the basis of the test results. The results show that the bubble velocity reaches its minimum on the flat slope, and the velocity on the positive slope is higher than that on the reverse slope. The head loss of pipelines in both the positive slope and reverse slope increases as the gradient increases, while the head loss on the reverse slope is larger than that on the positive slope under the same gradient. When the gas fraction α is between 8% and 30%, the resistance coefficient λ m is related to the gradient, gas fraction, and the Reynolds number Re. Furthermore, λ m is proportionate to α and inversely proportionate to i of the bottom slope and the Re number. The calculation formula of the resistance coefficient λ m under various gradients within the scope of the above gas fraction is derived on the basis of the test data, while the relative error is controlled within the allowable range.
Introduction
The construction of a long-distance water transfer project is one of the main measures used to alleviate the stress of water shortage [1] [2] [3] . Because it can be used in unconditional arrangements, the siphon has become the preferred choice for many projects. Domestic and foreign scholars have studied the mechanisms of siphon processes. For example, Petaccia et al. used pressure sensors and ultrasonic flowmeters to determine the hydraulic characteristics of siphons [4] . Naoki Tajima et al. described the phenomenon of particle movement in a siphon with the movement of water in a pipeline, and obtained the characteristics of the siphon [5, 6] . Seo and Kang verified the design of a siphon breaker by experiment and numerical simulation. According to the size of the siphon break line, the undershooting height was measured and the pressure and surface velocity of the main pipe were analyzed according to the water level of the pool. Results showed good agreement with experimental results with a reasonable uncertainty range [7] [8] [9] [10] . Through a sensitivity analysis, Jin proposed a mathematical model of flood risk across an inverted siphon in a long-distance water transfer project [11] . Diogo proposed a method for calculating two-phase flow in an inverted siphon pipe for sewage discharge and treatment, tested the method, and compared it with the data obtained in the siphon device experiment [12] .
Materials and Methods
The test device is arranged as shown in Figure 1 . The device is composed of an upstream water tank, a siphon pipeline, and a downstream water tank. The siphon pipeline is divided into the fore part, the middle part, and the rear part, all of which are made of glass tubes PMMA so as to facilitate the observation of the test phenomenon. The middle part is placed obliquely with the same length of 18.15 m under various gradients (the gradient is a negative when placed on a reverse slope and a positive on a positive slope). The following devices are arranged in sequence from upper reach to lower reach: Nine ring aeration electrodes (DDLY-2005 type with measurement accuracy of ±0.5%); four pressure sensors (KYB11G/A type with measurement accuracy of ±0.25% FS); two electronic vacuum pressure gauges (PG-801C type with measurement accuracy of ±0.20%). These devices are shown in Figure 2 . The test is carried out mainly to measure the magnitude of the pressure of the siphon pipeline, gas fraction of the cross-section, and bubble velocity, etc., under various pipe diameters (2 cm, 3 cm, 6 cm), water heads (35~135 cm), and gradients (approximately ±1/60 to ±1/10) with the constant installation heights of 4 and 6 m, and to observe the gas-liquid two-phase flow in a siphon pipe under different working conditions. The pressure is measured by a pressure sensor and electronic vacuum manometer. The gas fraction of the cross-section is measured by a ring aeration electrode and conductivity meter (DDLY-2005) . Finally, the flow is measured by a 20 • open triangular thin-plate weir. As shown in Figure 3 , the time t taken for bubbles with the same size going through a fixed distance L under different working conditions is recorded, and bubble velocity is calculated in terms of the formula v = L/t. In addition, an HDTV camera is used to record the phenomenon of gas-liquid two-phase flow under various working conditions. Problems on the prototype and model scale are not involved herein since the test is a preliminary study.
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Results and Discussion

Influence of Slope on Air Mass Movement
The gas-liquid two-phase flow phenomenon in a siphon pipe under various working conditions is observed in the test, and a typical condition is selected to explain the test phenomenon. Take the 2 cm pipe with the installation height hs = 4 m, the upstream and downstream water level H = 25 cm, and the gradient i = 0 as an example-since the installation height of the siphon pipe is high, there is a large amount of tiny bubbles in the upstream water tank which are insoluble in water and invisible to the naked eye. With the increase of the installation height, the pressure in the fore, middle, and rear parts of the pipe decrease gradually. A small amount of gas nuclei, which are invisible and insoluble in raw water, expand and separate out due to the higher pressure inside the gas nucleus as compared to that outside the gas nucleus, forming bubbles in the pipe. The flow pattern in the siphon pipeline is a gas-liquid two-phase flow. The flow state in the fore part of the siphon pipe is shown in Figure 4a . It can be seen that the bubbles in the fore part of the pipe are small in volume, and quickly flow into the middle part of the pipe after gas evolution. The water flow direction is consistent with the buoyancy direction of the bubbles, so the bubbles flow upward in the same direction as the water flow. The motion law is simple. As shown in Figure 4b , the bubbles in the rear part of the pipe flow down with water at first, and move up and down in groups after siphoning for some time. Therefore, it is difficult to measure the bubble velocity in the rear part of the pipe accurately.
Compared with the fore and rear parts, the middle part of the pipe is longer, which brings more factors influencing the bubble movement. Bubble volume, number, direction, and velocity in the pipe vary with the installation height, water head, and pipe slope. Taking hs = 6 m and H = 35 cm as an example, Figure 5 shows the flow state in the middle part of the pipe under various gradients on the reverse slope. It can be seen that some gas pockets are attached to the pipe wall. Bubbles continuously expand by absorbing those gas pockets and flow into the rear part of the pipe at a low speed. As can be seen from the figure, if i = 0, the size of the gas pocket in the pipe is 5~6 cm, and the large gas pockets continuously absorb the bubbles attached to the pipe wall and flow into the rear part of the pipe. When the gradient increases to i = −1/60, the size of gas pockets decreases to 3~4 cm, and some 1 mm bubbles attach to the pipe wall close to the first part and do not flow with the water. When the Note: 1-9 refer to aeration electrodes; A, F refer to electronic vacuum pressure gauges; B, C, D, E refer to pressure sensors; L refers to the length of the middle part of the siphon pipe (m); hs refers to the installation height (m). 
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Results and Discussion
Influence of Slope on Air Mass Movement
The gas-liquid two-phase flow phenomenon in a siphon pipe under various working conditions is observed in the test, and a typical condition is selected to explain the test phenomenon. Take the 2 cm pipe with the installation height h s = 4 m, the upstream and downstream water level H = 25 cm, and the gradient i = 0 as an example-since the installation height of the siphon pipe is high, there is a large amount of tiny bubbles in the upstream water tank which are insoluble in water and invisible to the naked eye. With the increase of the installation height, the pressure in the fore, middle, and rear parts of the pipe decrease gradually. A small amount of gas nuclei, which are invisible and insoluble in raw water, expand and separate out due to the higher pressure inside the gas nucleus as compared to that outside the gas nucleus, forming bubbles in the pipe. The flow pattern in the siphon pipeline is a gas-liquid two-phase flow. The flow state in the fore part of the siphon pipe is shown in Figure 4a . It can be seen that the bubbles in the fore part of the pipe are small in volume, and quickly flow into the middle part of the pipe after gas evolution. The water flow direction is consistent with the buoyancy direction of the bubbles, so the bubbles flow upward in the same direction as the water flow. The motion law is simple. As shown in Figure 4b , the bubbles in the rear part of the pipe flow down with water at first, and move up and down in groups after siphoning for some time. Therefore, it is difficult to measure the bubble velocity in the rear part of the pipe accurately.
Compared with the fore and rear parts, the middle part of the pipe is longer, which brings more factors influencing the bubble movement. Bubble volume, number, direction, and velocity in the pipe vary with the installation height, water head, and pipe slope. Taking h s = 6 m and H = 35 cm as an example, Figure 5 shows the flow state in the middle part of the pipe under various gradients on the reverse slope. It can be seen that some gas pockets are attached to the pipe wall. Bubbles continuously expand by absorbing those gas pockets and flow into the rear part of the pipe at a low speed. As can be seen from the figure, if i = 0, the size of the gas pocket in the pipe is 5~6 cm, and the large gas pockets continuously absorb the bubbles attached to the pipe wall and flow into the rear part of the pipe. When the gradient increases to i = −1/60, the size of gas pockets decreases to 3~4 cm, and some 1 mm bubbles attach to the pipe wall close to the first part and do not flow with the water. When the gradient increases to i = −1/30, the size of gas pockets is about 2 cm, and the size of the bubbles attached to the pipe wall decreases. When the middle part of the pipe is fixed on the positive slope, the number and volume of bubbles in the pipe decrease with the increase of the gradient, which is consistent with the variation trend of bubbles on the reverse slope. The pseudo-cavitation phenomenon mostly occurs when the middle part of the pipe is fixed on the flat slope, and the volume of bubbles and gas pockets is larger than that on the positive or reverse slopes. For the pipes on the reverse or positive slopes, the greater the gradient, the more stable the flow state in the pipe. That is, with the increase of the gradient, the number and volume of bubbles in the middle part of the pipe decrease, the vacuum degree in the pipe decreases, the pseudo-cavitation phenomenon weakens, and the bubble velocity increases gradually.
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Bubble velocity is calculated under various working conditions to explore the motion law of bubbles in the middle part of the pipe. When hs = 6 m, H ＜ 35 cm, or when hs = 4 m, H ＜ 25 cm (Reynolds number Re ＜ 5000), the volume and number of bubbles in pipe are large, and the stabilization time of the siphon is short, resulting in the failure of accurate bubble velocity measurement. When hs = 4 m, H ＞ 95 cm (Re ＞ 20,000), full pipe flow is nearly achieved in the pipe, and the bubbles are too tiny to measure the velocity. Therefore, the bubble movement can only be analyzed on the condition that 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 20,000. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the bubble velocity v and the water head H as well as the gradient i. According to the test data, the larger the pipe diameter, the larger the flow velocity in the pipe, and the moving speed of the bubbles is gradually increased under the drag of water. The variation of the bubble velocity is the same as that of the slope under the diameters d of 2, 3, and 6 cm; the bubble velocity in pipes of different diameters increases with increasing slope. Therefore, only the variation of bubble velocity at d = 2 cm is analyzed. It can be seen from the figure that the bubble velocity increases with the increase of the gradient increases to i = −1/30, the size of gas pockets is about 2 cm, and the size of the bubbles attached to the pipe wall decreases. When the middle part of the pipe is fixed on the positive slope, the number and volume of bubbles in the pipe decrease with the increase of the gradient, which is consistent with the variation trend of bubbles on the reverse slope. The pseudo-cavitation phenomenon mostly occurs when the middle part of the pipe is fixed on the flat slope, and the volume of bubbles and gas pockets is larger than that on the positive or reverse slopes. For the pipes on the reverse or positive slopes, the greater the gradient, the more stable the flow state in the pipe. That is, with the increase of the gradient, the number and volume of bubbles in the middle part of the pipe decrease, the vacuum degree in the pipe decreases, the pseudo-cavitation phenomenon weakens, and the bubble velocity increases gradually.
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Bubble velocity is calculated under various working conditions to explore the motion law of bubbles in the middle part of the pipe. When hs = 6 m, H ＜ 35 cm, or when hs = 4 m, H ＜ 25 cm (Reynolds number Re ＜ 5000), the volume and number of bubbles in pipe are large, and the stabilization time of the siphon is short, resulting in the failure of accurate bubble velocity measurement. When hs = 4 m, H ＞ 95 cm (Re ＞ 20,000), full pipe flow is nearly achieved in the pipe, and the bubbles are too tiny to measure the velocity. Therefore, the bubble movement can only be analyzed on the condition that 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 20,000. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the bubble velocity v and the water head H as well as the gradient i. According to the test data, the larger the pipe diameter, the larger the flow velocity in the pipe, and the moving speed of the bubbles is gradually increased under the drag of water. The variation of the bubble velocity is the same as that of the slope under the diameters d of 2, 3, and 6 cm; the bubble velocity in pipes of different diameters increases with increasing slope. Therefore, only the variation of bubble velocity at d = 2 cm is analyzed. It can be seen from the figure that the bubble velocity increases with the increase of the 
Bubble velocity is calculated under various working conditions to explore the motion law of bubbles in the middle part of the pipe. When h s = 6 m, H < 35 cm, or when h s = 4 m, H < 25 cm (Reynolds number Re < 5000), the volume and number of bubbles in pipe are large, and the stabilization time of the siphon is short, resulting in the failure of accurate bubble velocity measurement. When h s = 4 m, H > 95 cm (Re > 20,000), full pipe flow is nearly achieved in the pipe, and the bubbles are too tiny to measure the velocity. Therefore, the bubble movement can only be analyzed on the condition that 5000 ≤ Re ≤ 20,000. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the bubble velocity v and the water head H as well as the gradient i. According to the test data, the larger the pipe diameter, the larger the flow velocity in the pipe, and the moving speed of the bubbles is gradually increased under the drag of water. The variation of the bubble velocity is the same as that of the slope under the diameters d of 2, 3, and 6 cm; the bubble velocity in pipes of different diameters increases with increasing slope. Therefore, only the variation of bubble velocity at d = 2 cm is analyzed. It can be seen from the figure that the bubble velocity increases with the increase of the water head under a constant gradient i and installation height h s . The bubble velocity increases with the increase of the gradient of pipes on both Figure 6b , when h s = 6 m, H = 55 cm on the reverse slope, the bubble velocity increases by 36.18% with the increase of the gradient. With the increase of the water head and gradient of the pipe, the flow rate of the pipe and the Re number increase. The calculation formula of the Reynolds number is shown in Formula (1). Re depends on the velocity, pipe diameter, and coefficient of kinematic viscosity. The coefficient of kinematic viscosity is related to the temperature and can be obtained by Formula (2). The water temperature of this test is controlled at 20 • C. The surface tension, viscous resistance, and buoyancy acting on the bubbles are much smaller than the inertia force, so that the bubble velocity increases under the action of inertia force.
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In order to compare the bubble velocities in the middle part of the pipe placed on the positive, flat, and reverse slopes, Figure 7 shows the relation between the bubble velocity and the flat, positive, and reverse slopes with the same gradient. Since the variation of the bubble velocity under the different pipe diameters is the same, only the bubble velocity measured with the 2 cm pipe diameter is analyzed. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the bubble velocity is at a minimum in the pipe on the flat slope under the same water head when the installation height remains constant, which is mainly because the maximum installation height-that is, the maximum vacuum degree-in the pipe remains constant as the gradient changes. When increasing the gradient of the pipe in both the positive slope and the reverse slope, the average vacuum degree in the pipe is smaller than that in the flat slope. The internal pressure of the gas nucleus remains constant while the external pressure increases, causing difficulty for gas evolution. Besides, according to the measurement results of the ring aeration electrode on the gas fraction, the gas fraction of the cross-section of the pipe placed in the positive or reverse slope is less than that in the flat slope. Under the same water head, as the actual flow area and flow capacity of the pipe increases, the inertia force acting on bubbles increases, the air carrying capacity is improved and the bubble velocity increases as well. Therefore, the bubble velocity of the middle part of the pipe on the flat slope is lower than that on the positive and reverse slopes.
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velocity, and the applied force of the water flow on the bubbles is much larger than that of buoyancy. For the pipe on the reverse slope, the component of gravity acting on the gas-liquid mixture, opposite to the inertia force, acts as a negative factor to reduce the velocity of the gas-liquid mixture. Meanwhile, for the pipe on the positive slope, the component of gravity acts in the same direction as the inertia force and thus acts as a positive force to increase its speed, so the velocity of the flow with bubbles in the pipe on the positive slope is higher than that on the reverse slope. 
Influence of Slope on Head Loss in the Middle Part of the Pipe
In order to study the influence of slope on head loss in the siphon pipe, energy equations between the pressure sensors at the front and end of the middle part of the pipe are listed. The total head loss of the middle part of the pipe on the positive slope (hw P) and reverse slope (hw R) is calculated based on the measured pressure drop value of the pipe under various working conditions, as shown in Formulas (3) and (4). 
In the above formulas, P1 and P2 respectively refer to the pressure at measuring points C, D of the electronic vacuum manometer in Figure 1 , while △h refers to the water head at C, D. Figure 8 shows the variation rule of head loss of the pipe with a diameter (d) of 3 and 6 cm with the water head and the slope at different gradient when hs = 6 m. According to the figure, similar to common pressurized pipelines, although there is a gas-liquid two-phase flow in the pipe at different slopes, the head loss increases with the increase of the water head. Head loss increases with the It can also be seen from Figure 7 that bubbles move at a higher speed in the pipe on the positive slope than that on the reverse slope. Because the flow velocity and the Re number increase with the increase of the water head of the pipe, the inertia force acting on the gas-liquid mixture increases and the velocity difference between the water flow and bubbles decreases. The bubble velocity depends on the flow velocity, and the applied force of the water flow on the bubbles is much larger than that of buoyancy. For the pipe on the reverse slope, the component of gravity acting on the gas-liquid mixture, opposite to the inertia force, acts as a negative factor to reduce the velocity of the gas-liquid mixture. Meanwhile, for the pipe on the positive slope, the component of gravity acts in the same direction as the inertia force and thus acts as a positive force to increase its speed, so the velocity of the flow with bubbles in the pipe on the positive slope is higher than that on the reverse slope.
In order to study the influence of slope on head loss in the siphon pipe, energy equations between the pressure sensors at the front and end of the middle part of the pipe are listed. The total head loss of the middle part of the pipe on the positive slope (h w P ) and reverse slope (h w R ) is calculated based on the measured pressure drop value of the pipe under various working conditions, as shown in Formulas (3) and (4).
In the above formulas, P 1 and P 2 respectively refer to the pressure at measuring points C, D of the electronic vacuum manometer in Figure 1 , while h refers to the water head at C, D. Figure 8 shows the variation rule of head loss of the pipe with a diameter (d) of 3 and 6 cm with the water head and the slope at different gradient when h s = 6 m. According to the figure, similar to common pressurized pipelines, although there is a gas-liquid two-phase flow in the pipe at different slopes, the head loss increases with the increase of the water head. Head loss increases with the increase of the gradient of the pipe with various diameters on both the positive slope and the reverse slope. When h s and H are constant, the gas fraction of pipes on the positive slope and reverse slope decreases with the increase of the gradient. As the gas fraction decreases, the actual flow capacity in the pipe is improved and the flow velocity increases. Therefore, the greater the gradient, the greater the head loss. significantly higher than that on the positive slope, which is obviously different from water flow in common pressurized pipelines. The head loss in common pressurized pipelines is independent of the slope. According to the measured result of the gas fraction, when hs and H are constant, the gas fraction of the pipe on the positive slope is about 50% of that on the reverse slope. The head loss is related to not only the flow velocity but also the gas fraction. Water flow carries air mass by means of the drag force, in which process part of the water flow kinetic energy is transformed into air mass kinetic energy, causing a large head loss. In addition, the flow velocity and its inertia force increase with the increase of the water head. For the pipe on the reverse slope, the component of gravity acting on the gas-liquid mixture works opposite to the inertia force, acting as a negative force. Meanwhile, for the pipe on the positive slope, the component of gravity acts in the same direction as the inertia force, as a positive force, so the head loss in the pipe on the reverse slope is higher than that on the 
Formula Derivation and Verification of Resistance Coefficient
Formula Derivation of Resistance Coefficient
It is found that when Re > 5000, the gas pockets in the pipe are so tiny that the local head loss caused by the gas pockets can be ignored. The calculation formulas for the resistance coefficient (λm) in a siphon pipe with gas-liquid two-phase flow are shown in Formulas (5) and (6) , where λm = f (Re, α, I, △/ d). The coefficient of absolute roughness △ in PMMA tubes with various diameters remains constant at 0.0015 mm. The formula of the resistance coefficient is deduced by the test data at d = 2 cm. When d = 2 cm, the relative roughness △/d = 0.000075, which is constant, so the influence of △/d on λm is not considered. This formula is also verified with test data of d = 3 and 6 cm. The resistance coefficient λm in the siphon pipes on the positive slope and the reverse slope with 5000 ＜ Re ＜ 20,000 and the gradient i of approximately ±1/60 to ±1/10 are analyzed on the basis of the test results. Figure 9 shows the relationship between λm and the gas fraction α under various slopes. It is found that when the gas fraction α ≤ 8%, the resistance coefficient λm under various gradients appears in a line, which is independent of the gradient i but related to α, that is, λm = f (Re, α). Bubble flow mostly It can also be seen from the figure that the head loss of the pipe on the reverse slope is significantly higher than that on the positive slope, which is obviously different from water flow in common pressurized pipelines. The head loss in common pressurized pipelines is independent of the slope. According to the measured result of the gas fraction, when h s and H are constant, the gas fraction of the pipe on the positive slope is about 50% of that on the reverse slope. The head loss is related to not only the flow velocity but also the gas fraction. Water flow carries air mass by means of the drag force, in which process part of the water flow kinetic energy is transformed into air mass kinetic energy, causing a large head loss. In addition, the flow velocity and its inertia force increase with the increase of the water head. For the pipe on the reverse slope, the component of gravity acting on the gas-liquid mixture works opposite to the inertia force, acting as a negative force. Meanwhile, for the pipe on the positive slope, the component of gravity acts in the same direction as the inertia force, as a positive force, so the head loss in the pipe on the reverse slope is higher than that on the positive slope.
Formula Derivation and Verification of Resistance Coefficient
Formula Derivation of Resistance Coefficient
It is found that when Re > 5000, the gas pockets in the pipe are so tiny that the local head loss caused by the gas pockets can be ignored. The calculation formulas for the resistance coefficient (λ m ) in a siphon pipe with gas-liquid two-phase flow are shown in Formulas (5) and (6), where λ m = f (Re, α, I, / d). The coefficient of absolute roughness in PMMA tubes with various diameters remains constant at 0.0015 mm. The formula of the resistance coefficient is deduced by the test data at d = 2 cm. When d = 2 cm, the relative roughness /d = 0.000075, which is constant, so the influence of /d on λ m is not considered. This formula is also verified with test data of d = 3 and 6 cm. The resistance coefficient λ m in the siphon pipes on the positive slope and the reverse slope with 5000 < Re < 20,000 and the gradient i of approximately ±1/60 to ±1/10 are analyzed on the basis of the test results. Figure 9 shows the relationship between λ m and the gas fraction α under various slopes. It is found that when the gas fraction α ≤ 8%, the resistance coefficient λ m under various gradients appears in a line, which is independent of the gradient i but related to α, that is, λ m = f (Re, α). Bubble flow mostly appears in the pipe, occupying a small area, at which time we only need to measure the gas fraction and amend the flow sectional area in order to calculate the resistance coefficient in liquid-phase full-flow. When the gas fraction 8% < α ≤ 30%, test points corresponding to different gradients emerge in different curves, which indicates that the resistance coefficient λ m is not only related to the gas fraction but also the gradient i, that is, λ m = f (Re, α, i) . When the maximum gas fraction is more than 30% under various working conditions, the gas pockets in the pipe rapidly gather to cut off the water flow, resulting in the failure of the remaining stable siphon. Therefore, this part focuses on the derivation of the formula of the resistance coefficient λ m under various gradients on the positive and reverse slopes within the range of 8% < α ≤ 30%.
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In the above formulas, λ m refers to the resistance coefficient; l refers to the pipe length (m); l = 18.15 m; d refers to the pipe diameter (m); g refers to acceleration of gravity (m/s 2 ); v refers to the flow velocity (m/s).
Taking the pipe set on the reverse slope as an example, test data at various gradients when h s = 4 m and d = 2 cm are used to deduce the formula of the resistance coefficient λ m R herein. Figure 10 shows the relationship between the resistance λ m R coefficient and the Re number under various gradients. As can be seen from the figure, the resistance coefficient of the gas-liquid two-phase flow decreases with the increase of the Re number, which is consistent with the variation law of the resistance coefficient with the Re number in common pressurized pipes. λ m R is in inverse proportion to the Re number under various gradients, and it is derived from data fitting that λ m R ∝ Figure 12 . Formula (7) is obtained through curve fitting:
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Formula (5) can be rewritten as the following Formula (8): Figure 11 . Relationship between F and the gas fraction α.
To further study the influence of the gradient i on λ mR , set
0.81 , and plot the relationship between F 1 and five different slopes i, as shown in Figure 12 . Formula (7) is obtained through curve fitting:
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The above formula can be simplified as: (9) Formula (9) is the resistance coefficient formula of the pipe on the reverse slope, where α refers to the gas fraction, Re refers to the Reynolds number, and i refers to the gradient. According to Section 2.2, the variation rule of the resistance coefficient with the gradient i, the Reynolds number Re, and the gas fraction of the pipe on the positive slope is consistent with that on the reverse slope, so the derivation process of λm is the same on both the positive slope and the reverse slope. The resistance coefficient (λm P) formula of the pipe on the positive slope is expressed as in Formula (10). In order to verify the precision of the resistance coefficient formula of the pipe under various gradients on the positive slope and the reverse slope, we calculate the relative error of the measured value and the calculated value of the resistance coefficient under various gradients by Formula (11) when hs = 6 m, and plot the relative errors of the resistance coefficient at different values of the water head in Figure 13 . As can be seen from Figure 13 , the maximum error of λm T and λm c in the reverse slope pipeline is 14.6%, and the minimum error is 0.2%. The maximum error of the positive slope pipeline is 13.2%, and the minimum error is 0.7%. The relative error of the positive slope and the reverse slope pipeline are controlled within 15%, and the error distribution is relatively uniform. It is shown that the calculation of the resistance coefficient in the siphon pipe at different slopes is suitable for Formulas (9) and (10) . Since the formula deduced in this paper is an empirical formula, there are some errors between the test result and the calculated value of the formula. On the one hand, when considering the influencing factors affecting the resistance coefficient, only the main influencing 
Formula (9) is the resistance coefficient formula of the pipe on the reverse slope, where α refers to the gas fraction, Re refers to the Reynolds number, and i refers to the gradient.
According to Section 2, the variation rule of the resistance coefficient with the gradient i, the Reynolds number Re, and the gas fraction of the pipe on the positive slope is consistent with that on the reverse slope, so the derivation process of λ m is the same on both the positive slope and the reverse slope. The resistance coefficient (λ m P ) formula of the pipe on the positive slope is expressed as in Formula (10).
Verification and Error Analysis of Resistance Coefficient Formula
In order to verify the precision of the resistance coefficient formula of the pipe under various gradients on the positive slope and the reverse slope, we calculate the relative error of the measured value and the calculated value of the resistance coefficient under various gradients by Formula (11) when h s = 6 m, and plot the relative errors of the resistance coefficient at different values of the water head in Figure 13 . As can be seen from Figure 13 , the maximum error of λ m T and λ m c in the reverse slope pipeline is 14.6%, and the minimum error is 0.2%. The maximum error of the positive slope pipeline is 13.2%, and the minimum error is 0.7%. The relative error of the positive slope and the reverse slope pipeline are controlled within 15%, and the error distribution is relatively uniform. It is shown that the calculation of the resistance coefficient in the siphon pipe at different slopes is suitable for Formulas (9) and (10) . Since the formula deduced in this paper is an empirical formula, there are some errors between the test result and the calculated value of the formula. On the one hand, when considering the influencing factors affecting the resistance coefficient, only the main influencing factors are considered. In the determination of the variables, the parameter variables of the gas-liquid two-phase flow are neglected, resulting in defects in the formula. On the other hand, there is a certain error in the accuracy of the test instrument in the test, and there will be some error in the human reading.
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In the above formula, e refers to the relative error value; λm T refers to the resistance coefficient in the test; λm C refers to the resistance coefficient calculated by Formulas (9) and (10).
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Relative error between the test value and the calculated value of the resistance coefficient: (a) pipes set on the reverse slope, (b) pipes set on the positive slope.
Practical Implications of this Study
In this paper, the hydraulic characteristics of a gas-liquid two-phase flow under different slopes in a siphon pipe were studied through tests. Because the gas-liquid two-phase flow problem is very complicated, we encountered great challenges in our research. In the current study, it is impossible to accurately measure the temperature of the gas-liquid mixture and the presence of impurities that are invisible to the naked eye. These uncertain factors may cause deviations in the test data, and no suitable solution has yet been found to address this issue. In the general gas-liquid two-phase flow test, the gas enters the pipeline through the air compressor and then mixes with the water. The velocity of the bubbles can be accurately measured. However, in this test, the bubbles precipitated from the water body due to the pressure drop. In this test, to track the bubble motion, we measured the time required for the bubbles to pass a fixed distance and calculated the bubble velocity. There may be errors in the bubble velocity calculated in this way. The above deficiencies and challenges require the development of suitable methods to improve the accuracy of test data in future research.
Although this study deduced the formula for calculating the resistance coefficient λm based on test data, the theory is not perfect. Only the main factors affecting the resistance coefficient are considered in the formula. The temperature of the water-gas mixture and the mixed motion parameters of the gas-liquid two-phase are neglected. Therefore, the calculated result of λm may cause deviation. Due to the limited time, this paper only studies the hydraulic characteristics of the siphon pipe for the maximum installation of hs = 6 m and the maximum pipe diameter of d = 6 cm. In subsequent research, the hydraulic characteristics of the inclined siphon pipe with a larger installation height and a larger diameter should be studied. In addition, the test also found that the gathering position of the bubbles in the positive slope and the reverse slope pipeline is different. In future research, ways to set the exhaust device to increase the siphon stabilization time in the actual project and ways to lower the engineering cost should be investigated. All of the above questions need to be revised and improved in future research. Therefore, the authors will continue to study this work in the future. In the above formula, e refers to the relative error value; λ m T refers to the resistance coefficient in the test; λ m C refers to the resistance coefficient calculated by Formulas (9) and (10).
Conclusions
Practical Implications of this Study
Although this study deduced the formula for calculating the resistance coefficient λ m based on test data, the theory is not perfect. Only the main factors affecting the resistance coefficient are considered in the formula. The temperature of the water-gas mixture and the mixed motion parameters of the gas-liquid two-phase are neglected. Therefore, the calculated result of λ m may cause deviation. Due to the limited time, this paper only studies the hydraulic characteristics of the siphon pipe for the maximum installation of hs = 6 m and the maximum pipe diameter of d = 6 cm. In subsequent research, the hydraulic characteristics of the inclined siphon pipe with a larger installation height and a larger diameter should be studied. In addition, the test also found that the gathering position of the bubbles in the positive slope and the reverse slope pipeline is different. In future research, ways to set the exhaust device to increase the siphon stabilization time in the actual project and ways to lower the engineering cost should be investigated. All of the above questions need to be revised and improved in future research. Therefore, the authors will continue to study this work in the future.
Conclusions
The paper studied the hydraulic characteristics of a siphon pipe under different slopes. The results show that the pseudo-cavitation phenomenon in the pipe is the most serious when the middle part of the pipe is under the condition of a flat slope. When the slope is flat, the gas fraction in the pipe is greater than that of the reverse slope and the positive slope. The larger the slope is, the lower the gas fraction in the pipe. The bubble velocity increases with the increase of the slope. The bubble velocity in the flat pipe is the smallest, and the bubble velocity in the positive slope is higher than that in the reverse slope. The head loss increases with the increase of the pipe gradient in both the positive slope and the reverse slope, and the head loss in the reverse slope is greater than that in the positive slope. The resistance coefficient formula of pipes under various gradients on the positive and reverse slopes when 5000 < Re < 20,000 was obtained by means of numerical fitting. It was verified that the relative error of the formula is within 15%, indicating that the formula derived herein is applicable to the calculation of the resistance coefficient of siphon pipes under various slopes.
